Abstract. We consider the coordinate ring R := R 2 (p) = C[t ±1 , u : u 2 = t(t − α 1 ) · · · (t − α 2n )] of a hyperelliptic curve and let g ⊗ R be the corresponding current Lie algebra where g is a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra defined over C. We give a generator and relations description of the universal central extension of g ⊗ R in terms of certain families of polynomials P k,i and Q k,i and describe how the center of Ω R /dR decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations when the automorphism group is C 2k or D 2k .
Introduction
In [Cox16a] , the author describes the action of the automorphism group of the ring R = C[t, (t−a 1 ) −1 , . . . , (t−a n ) −1 ] on the center of the current Krichever-Novikov algebra whose coordinate ring is R, where a 1 , . . . , a n are pairwise distinct complex numbers (see also [CGLZ14] ). In that setting, the five Kleinian groups C n , D n , A 4 , S 4 and A 5 appear as automorphism groups of R for particular choices of a 1 , . . . , a n . These five groups naturally appear in the McKay correspondence, which ties together the representation theory of finite subgroups G of SL n (C) to the resolution of singularities of quotient orbifolds C n /G. It is known that ℓ-adic cohomology groups tend to be acted on by Galois groups, and the way in which these cohomology groups decompose can give interesting and important number theoretic information (see for example R. Taylor's review of Tate's conjecture [Tay04] ). Moreover it is an interesting and very difficult problem to describe the group Aut(R) where R is the space of meromorphic functions on a compact Riemann surface X and to determine the module structure of its induced action on the module of holomorphic differentials H 1 (X) (see [Bre00] ). Now if one realizes the fact that the cyclic homology group HC 1 (R) = Ω of g ⊗ R in terms of polynomials P k,i and Q k,i defined recursively with initial condition Q m,i = δ m,−i for 1 ≤ m ≤ r and −r ≤ i ≤ −1. In this paper g is assumed throughout to be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra defined over the complex numbers. The generating series for these polynomials can be written in terms of hyperelliptic integrals (29) and (35) using Bell polynomials and Faá de Bruno's formula (see §4). One can compare this result to that given in [Cox16b] and also in [CZ17] . We also describe in this paper (see Theorem 7.2) how Kähler differentials modulo exact forms Ω R /dR decompose under the action of the automorphism group of the coordinate ring R := R 2 (p) = C[t ±1 , u : u 2 = p(t)] , where p(t) = t(t − α 1 ) · · · (t − α 2n ) = 2n+1 i=1 a i t i , with the α i being pairwise distinct roots. In this setting, we first observe that we have the following result due to M. Bremner (see [Bre94] )
Cω i , where ω 0 = t −1 dt, ω i = t −i u dt for i = 1, . . . , 2n. The possible automorphism groups for the hyperelliptic curve
are the groups C 2k , D 2k or one of the groups V 2k := x, y | x 4 , y 2k , (xy) 2 , (x −1 y) 2 , U k := x, y | x 2 , y 2n , xyxy k+1
Dic k := a, x | a 2k = 1, x 2 = a k , x −1 ax = a −1 (see Theorem 6.2 below, [CGLZ17, Corollary 15], [BGG93] and [Sha03] ). The above polynomials P k,i help us to describe how the center decomposes under the group of automorphisms of R. The automorphism group of R has a canonical action on Ω R /dR and so it is natural to ask how this representation decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations. When the automorphism group is C 2k we can rewrite (3) as a direct sum of 1-dimensional irreducible C 2k -representations. More precisely the center decomposes as:
where U r = i≡r mod k,1≤i≤2n
Cω i for r = 1, . . . , k − 1 is a sum of one-dimensional irreducible representation of C 2k with character χ r (s) = exp(2πırs/2k), each occurring with multiplicity l and
Cω ki .
When the automorphism group is D 2k for l = (2n)/k even and k|n (but k = 2), the center decomposes as: 
We use classical representation theory techniques found for example in [Ser77] by Serre and [FH91] by Fulton and Harris to prove our results. The remaining cases where the automorphism group is D 2k when c 2n = −a 1 , V 2k , U k or Dic k will be studied in a future publication.
The authors would like to thank Xiangqian Guo and Kaiming Zhao for useful discussions and pointing some corrections.
2. Background 2.1. Universal Central Extensions. An extension of a Lie algebra g is a short exact sequence of Lie algebras
A homomorphism from one extension g
g is a universal central extension if there is a unique homomorphism from g u −→ g to any other central extension g ′ g −→ g. Now let R be a commutative ring over C and let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over C. Let F = R ⊗ R be the left R-module with the action a(b ⊗ c) = ab ⊗ c, where a, b, c ∈ R. Let K be the submodule of F generated by elements of the form 1 ⊗ ab − a ⊗ b − b ⊗ a. Then Ω 1 R = F/K is the module of Kähler differentials. The canonical map d : R → Ω R sends da = 1 ⊗ a + K, so we will write c da := c ⊗ a + K. Exact differentials consist of elements in the subspace dR and we write c da as the coset of c da modulo dR. It is a classical result by C. Kassel (1984) that the universal central extension of the current algebra g ⊗ R is the vector space g = (g ⊗ R) ⊕ Ω R /dR, with the Lie bracket:
where x, y ∈ g, a, b ∈ R, ω, ω ′ ∈ Ω R /dR, and (·, ·) is the Killing form on g. Since the center of the universal central extension is defined to be Z( g) ⊆ ker( g → g ⊗ R), Kassel showed that Z( g) is precisely Ω R /dR. In this paper, we will fix
and α i 's are pairwise distinct roots.
2.2. Lie Algebra 2-Cocycles. Given a Lie algebra g over C, a Lie algebra 2-cocycle for g is a bilinear map ψ : g × g → C satisfying:
(1) ψ(x, y) = −ψ(y, x) for x, y ∈ g, and
which is a 2-cocycle on g ⊗ R.
Since we do not need the degree of the polynomial p(t) to be odd, we will first let deg p(t) = r + 1, up until Section 6. The reason we first work in the more general setting is that it allows us to fill in the remaining case which was not covered in [Cox16b] (in this manuscript, the author required that the constant term a 0 of p to be a 0 = 0). In Sections 6 and 7, we restrict to the case of r = 2n, which allows us to use the results in [CGLZ17] on automorphism groups of such algebras. So let
where the α i are pairwise distinct nonzero complex numbers with a 1 = (−1) r r i=1 α i = 0 and a r+1 = 1.
Note that R = C[t ±1 , u : u 2 = p(t)] is a regular ring when α i are distinct complex numbers, and Der(R) is a simple infinite dimensional Lie algebra (see [CGLZ17] , [Jor86] , [Skr88] and [Skr04] ).
We recall:
Motivated by Lemma 2.1 with m = 2 and a 0 = 0, we let P k,i := P k,i (a 1 , . . . , a r ), k ≥ −r, −r ≤ i ≤ −1 be the polynomials in the a i satisfying the recursion relations:
for k ≥ 0 with the initial condition P l,i = δ l,i , −r ≤ i, l ≤ −1.
Cocycles
Let p(t) = t r+1 + a r t r + . . . + a 1 t, where a i ∈ C. Fundamental to the description of g is the following:
We will first describe the cocyles contributing to the even part Cω 0 of the center of the universal central extension of the hyperelliptic current algebra:
For the odd part Cω 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Cω r of the center, we generalize Proposition 4.2 in [Bre94] via the following result:
where P m,i is the recursion relation in Equation (11) and Q m,i satisfies
with initial condition Q m,i = δ m,−i for 1 ≤ m ≤ r and −r ≤ i ≤ −1.
Proof. We set m = 2 and replace j in the summation in Equation (10) by k, and then replace i with −r + i + j − 1 to obtain:
and similarly
So now assume for ι ≥ −r,
It is clear that Equation (19) holds when ι = −r, . . . , −1 as P l,i = δ l,i for −r ≤ i, l ≤ −1. Then the induction step is:
Again consider (10) and set r + i = k − 1 or i = k − (r + 1): (3j − 2m + 2 − 2(r + 1))a j t −(m−j+r+1) u dt.
as a r+1 = 1. We rewrite this as
For k = 0, −1, −2 we have for instance
Setting −m = k − r − 1, we get k = −m + r + 1 and
for m ≥ r + 1. This leads us to the recursion relation:
for m ≥ r + 1 with the initial condition Q m,i = δ m,−i , 1 ≤ m ≤ r and −r ≤ i ≤ −1.
So now assume for ι ≥ 1,
It is clear that Equation (25) holds for ι = 1, . . . , r as Q m,i = δ m,−i , 1 ≤ m ≤ r and −r ≤ i ≤ −1.
For ι ≥ r, we have by (23), (24) and the induction hypothesis:
which proves (23) for m = ι + 1. We conclude for i + j − 1 < −r, we have
Faá de Bruno's Formula and Bell Polynomials
Now consider the formal power series
We will find an integral formula for P i (z) below. One can show that P i (z) must satisfy the first order differential equation
where
and
where the first summation in the second to last equality is zero due to (11). An integrating factor is
, and so
The way we interpret the right hand hyperelliptic integral (
3/2 in terms of a Taylor series about z = 0 and then formally integrate term by term. We then multiply the result by series for z (r−3)/2 T (z). Let us explain this more precisely.
One can expand both T (z) and 1/T (z) 3/2 using Bell polynomials and Faà di Bruno's formula as follows. Bell polynomials in the variables z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , . . . , z m−k+1 are defined to be
, where the sum is over l 1 +l 2 +. . .+l m−k+1 = k and l 1 +2l 2 +3l 3 +. . .+(m−k+1)l m−k+1 = m (see [Bel28] ). Now Faà di Bruno's formula ( [FdB55] and [FdB57] ; discovered earlier by Arbogast
Here f (x) = x −3/2 , g(x) = T (x), so we get
As a consequence
and hence (31)
where T m (a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ) are defined through the equation
Similarly for T (z), we set f (z) = √ z so that
for m ≥ 0 and thus
We then form the formal power series
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 1. Similar to above, we see that this formal series must satisfy
An integrating factor is
and so
, where ζ = exp(πı/n) is a primitive 2n-th root of unity. Then a 1 = −1 and a j = 0 for 2 ≤ j ≤ 2n, and hence the recursion relation (11) becomes
where k ≥ 0. Since P ℓ,i = δ ℓ,i for all −2n ≤ ℓ, i ≤ −1, the closed form is:
, we have
where k ≥ 0.
Similarly, the recursion relation (17) becomes
with initial conditions Q m,i = δ m,−i , where 1 ≤ m ≤ 2n and −2n ≤ i ≤ −1. So the closed form is
, then
Thus,
where −2n ≤ i ≤ −1,ā is the congruence class of a mod 2n, and
where 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n + 1.
4.2. Example. We consider now the particular example p(t) = t 5 − 2ct 3 + t. Here r = 4, a 0 = 0 = a 2 = a 4 , a 1 = 1 = a 5 and a 3 = −2c. We have
Here the integrals are from 0 to z. The polynomials P k,i = P k,i (c) satisfy the recursion:
for k ≥ 0 with initial conditions P l,i = δ l,i , −r ≤ i, l ≤ −1. We see that P k,i agree with the coefficients given above in the generating series. To get explicit generating formulae for the Q k,i (see (24)), we have
and thus
The recurrence relation for Q m,i is (24): (43)
This agrees with the coefficients of the generating series given above for Q i (z).
4.3. Example. Let us take p(t) = t 7 − 2bt 4 + t. For this example, we limit ourselves to writing down just the first few terms of the generating series P −1 (z). The recursion relation for the P k,i 's using (11) is
for k ≥ 0 with the initial condition P l,i = δ l,i , −6 ≤ i, l ≤ −1. One can calculate by hand for example the first three nonzero nonconstant polynomials for i = −1, which are
.
In this setting of p(t), we have R −1 (z) = 7z 5 , T (z) = z 6 − 2bz 3 + 1 and as an example using Faà di Bruno's formula and Bell polynomials, we get
Note in the integral we take the constant of integration to be 0.
5. Lie algebra generators and relations for g ⊗ R.
Theorem 5.1 is a generalization of the main theorem in [Cox08] .
Theorem 5.1. Let a 1 = 0. Let g be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra over the complex numbers with Killing form ( · | · ) and for a = (a 1 , . . . , a r ) define
The universal central extension of the hyperelliptic Lie algebra g ⊗ R is the Z 2 -graded Lie algebra
Proof. The identities (46) and (47) follow from Lemma 3.2 whereas (48) follows from Proposition 3.3.
Automorphism group for
In this section, we restrict to the case of r = 2n which allows us to use the results in [CGLZ17] , [BGG93] and [Sha03] on automorphism groups of such algebras.
6.1. Automorphisms of Z( g) of the Current Algebra. Let S 2n be the symmetry group on the finite set {1, 2, . . . , 2n}.
First we recall some background material.
Theorem 6.1 ( [BGG93] and [Sha03] ). The automorphism group of a hyperelliptic curve
is isomorphic to one of the following groups:
In [Sha03] a description of the reduced automorphism group is described for a given polynomial P (X). In our paper we don't work with the reduced automorphism group and our coordinate ring is the localization C[t,
The result below describes the action of automorphisms of the algebra of the hyperelliptic curve u 2 = p(t). The Theorem below corrects some errors that occur in [CGLZ17] , Corollary 15. (1) If α γ(i) = ζα i for some 2n-th root of unity ζ and γ ∈ S 2n , then
where ξ = exp(2πrı/2k), ξ 2 = ζ has order k with k|2n and r and 2k are relatively prime. Denote these automorphisms by φ ± ξ which satisfy (φ
If there exists γ ∈ S 2n and c ∈ C such that α i α γ(i) = c 2 for all i, then φ(t) = ζt = ξ 2 t and φ(u) = ±ξu (ξ as above), and ψ(t) = c 2 t −1 and
Denote
For case (a) we have if
Proof. Part (1). Let φ be an automorphism of R 2 (p). Then since the group of units of R 2 (p) is C * {t a : a ∈ Z}, we know either φ(t) = ζt for some ζ ∈ C * or φ(t) = c 2 /t for some c ∈ C * . In the first case we have
as one can show φ(u) = f u for some f ∈ C * {t k : k ∈ Z}. Since the α i /ζ are distinct we must have that there exists γ ∈ S 2n such that α γ(i)
k α i for some k ≥ 2 and ζ k = 1 with k minimal and ζ = exp(2πır/k) where r is relatively prime to k. Suppose (d i 1 , . . . , d iq ) is an q-cycle appearing in γ. Then ζ l = 1 as well, so k|q. Now
are supposed to be distinct. So ζ is also a q-th primitive root of unity, which implies that q|k. Thus q = k. So γ is a product of k-cycles, and k|2n since p(t)/t has only 2n distinct roots. After reordering the indices we may assume r = 1. In addition f 2 = ζ 2n+1 = ζ = ξ 2 and hence f = ±ξ. Now ξ 2 = ζ = exp(2πı/k) = (exp(2πı/2k)) 2 so that ξ = ± exp(2πı/2k). We can replace ξ by −ξ in (49) if necessary so as to assume ξ = exp(2πı/2k). Keep in mind below the fact that ξ k = exp(πı) = −1. It is also easy to check (φ
Let us point out in particular (50) (φ
Note also the following
Consequently all of the automorphisms of the first type are in the subgroup generated by φ + ξ and this subgroup of Aut(R) in turn generates a group isomorphic to C 2k . We know kl = 2n for some positive integer l. Part (2). In the case (a) c 2n =
Then (ψ ± c ) 2 = id. Moreover we have
If l is even (for instance if k|n) we conclude
Furthermore,
Finally note 
is a normal subgroup of Aut(R 2 (p)) and Aut(R 2 (p)) = φ
In addition
Note that this means
We conclude in the case that l is odd that
When l is even we get
and φ
Remark 6.3. In the above cited paper we wrote (ψ (1) If α γ(i) = ζα i for some 2n-th root of unity ζ and γ ∈ S 2n , then
where we can take ξ = ζ 1/2 = exp(2πı/2k) with ζ having order k and k|2n. It follows that φ has order 2k. In particular, after a change in indices
where e q (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 2n/k ) is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree q in x 1 , . . . , x 2n/k :
In this case φ
(2) If in addition to the above, there exists β ∈ S 2n such that α i α β(i) = c 2 for all i, then φ ± ξ (t) = ζt and φ ± ξ (u) = ±ξu, and ψ(t) = c 2 t −1 and
In this case
Here the ± in (53) corresponds to the ± in a 1 = ±c 2n .
Proof. Case (1). Thus after a renaming of the indices we may assume r = 1 and we may write
where e q (x 1 , . . . , x 2n/k ) are the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree q in x 1 , . . . , x 2n/k e q (x 1 , . . . , x 2n/k ) =
For the second part we know C 2k ∼ = φ + ξ ⊆ Aut(R 2 (p)) for some k|2n and we have
which we require to satisfy
As a consequence (since c = 0), one has a j = ±c 2n−2j+2 a 2n+2−j , for j = 1, . . . , 2n + 1. Here + is taken for case (a) and − for case (b).
Remark 6.5. In the dihedral case with the roots ζ r α i , where 0 ≤ r ≤ l−1 and i = 1, . . . , k so that kl = 2n, we simplify |c 2n | to obtain
, where ω n = 1.
For example if α 1 = 1, α 2 = 1 + 2ı, α 3 = 1 + 3ı, l = 4, n = 6, and k = 3, then for any γ ∈ S 2n ,
Now for the dihedral group we would also have
But then 6 √ 50 4 = |α 1 α γ(1) | for any γ. As a consequence, the automorphism group is C 6 , and not D 6 .
From [Skr88] , we know that for any automorphism φ of the associative algebra R 2 (p), one obtains an automorphism τ of the Lie algebra R 2 (p) := Der(R 2 (p)) through the equation
In addition, any Lie algebra automorphism of R 2 (p) can be obtained from (54). Denote by τ 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.2.
The decomposition of the space of Kähler differentials modulo exact forms for D 2k
Let r = 2n, R = R 2 (p) and let G := Aut(R) be the groups in Corollary 6.6. For φ ∈ G and rds ∈ Ω R /dR, the action of G on the Kähler differential is given by:
First we note the following:
Lemma 7.1. For n even, the character table is given by the matrix
So we have n cos (2πk ((n/2) − 1) /n) . . .
Proof. Observe M is just the character table for D n when n is even: from page 37 in [Ser77] , we obtain the character table for r = 2n
where 1 ≤ h < n/2 for n even, ψ + c is a reflection, and φ + ζ is a rotation. Let Ξ denote the set of conjugacy classes of the group D n . Then from the orthogonality of the characters of the irreducible representations, we get the inverse matrix for M since one needs the following formula for any two irreducible representations π and ρ of D n :
The distinct conjugacy classes of D n via conjugation (for n = 2 m even) are:
since the even dihedral group has nontrivial center (thus giving us one element orbits).
So under an action by G, we decompose Ω R /dR = Z( g) into a direct sum of irreducible representations. Our goal in this section is to describe the module structure of Ω R /dR into irreducibles under the action by G for a particular R 2 (p).
(1) If σ ± c does not exist in Aut(R 2 (p)) for any nonzero c ∈ C, then the center decomposes as:
(2) Assume σ ± c exists in Aut(R 2 (p)) for some nonzero c ∈ C, c 2n = a 1 and k|n. If k is also even then under the action of D 2k the center decomposes as:
where 
, we obtain that ω i and ω n+3−i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ (n + 2)/2, span a 2-dimensional irreducible representation for n even.
The following is a proof of Theorem 7.2.
Proof. We will first prove (1). Recalling (49):
for all 0 ≤ j ≤ 2k and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n. Now the characters of the irreducible representations of C 2k are of the form χ h (φ s ) = exp (2πısh/2k) with 0 ≤ h ≤ 2k − 1. In order to figure out the multiplicities, we need to solve the number of solutions to 2s ≡ 2r mod 2k for 1 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ 2n. In this case 2(s − r) = 2kd, so 0 ≤ s − r = kd ≤ 2n − 1 = kl − 1 for some integer d. Thus s = r + kd where 0 ≤ d ≤ l − 1 and the multiplicity is l for each irreducible representation.
We conclude that the center Ω R /dR decomposes into the direct sum of one-dimensional eigenspaces:
Cω i for r = 1, . . . , k − 1, a sum of one-dimensional irreducible representation of C 2k with character χ r (s) = exp(2πırs/2k), each occurring with multiplicity l and
where U i are the one dimensional irreducible representations of D 2k with characters ρ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and V h are the irreducible representations with character χ h , 1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1. Next, we see that
So ω 0 is a basis element for a one-dimensional irreducible representation under the action of D 2k .
Similarly, we have the rotations acting on ω i as a scalar multiplication:
and the reflections acting via:
where we assumed a 1 = c n . We also have:
i.e., σ + c (−c n+3−2i ω n+3−i ) = ω i . Case 1. Let n be even (but different from 2). We see that for 1 ≤ i ≤ For i between n + 3 ≤ i ≤ 2n,
by Equation (16). Thus for n + 3 ≤ i ≤ 2n, we have
Recall the recursion relations:
for l ≥ 0 with the initial condition P −m,−i = δ −m,−i , 1 ≤ i, m ≤ r. Now from Corollary 6.4 we have a j = 0 unless j = 1 + qk for some 0 ≤ q ≤ (2n)/k. Hence we have
so for a summand on the right to be nonzero we must have l − 2n + qk = −i + ak for some a ∈ Z. Or rather l = −i + 2n + (a − q)k = −i + bk for some b ∈ Z. Otherwise it might be that P l,−i is be nonzero for l = −i + bk. In particular if l = i − n − 3, then l = −i + bk for any b ∈ Z (otherwise l ≡ i − 3 mod k and l ≡ −i mod k gives us i − 3 = −i mod k and 2i = 3 + dk with k even). Hence P i−n−3,−i = 0.
The matrix representation for (62) in basis {ω 1 , . . . , ω 2n } is
which is traceless, while the matrix representation for (63) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 2 and (65) for n + 3 ≤ i ≤ 2n in {ω 1 , . . . , ω 2n } is
which has trace
since k|n and k is even.
So for n even, the set of equations we need to solve is
which are precisely,
In the above we used the fact that for 1 ≤ j ≤ k one has
If 1 ≤ j < k, then the left factor in the last equality is not zero so the sum must be zero.
The set of equations above can be written as . . . . . . . . .
. . .
. . . (1−(−1) h )n k . . .
In the case where a 1 = c 2n , l = (2n)/k is even but k is odd, the multiplicities of irreducible representations are given by . . . We will now prove Corollary 7.3.
Proof. Let n be even. We change the basis to 
